Abstract. Ben-Zvi and Nadler proved that the induction map from B bundles of degree 0 to semistable G bundles of degree 0 over an elliptic curve is a small map with Galois group isomorphic to the Weyl group of G. We generalize their result to semistable G-bundles of non-zero degree. We prove that for every degree (i.e. topological type) there exists a unique parabolic subgroup such that any semistable G-bundle of this degree has a reduction to it and moreover the induction map is small with Galois group the relative Weyl group of the Levi.
map from B-bundles of degree 0 to semistable G-bundles of degree 0 is a small map with Galois group the Weyl group of G. Their motivation stems from the idea of constructing character sheaves for loop groups using principal bundles over a genus one curve (this was first suggested by V. Ginzburg). Indeed, some evidence for this comes from a result of Baranovsky and Ginzburg [8] who proved that there is a bijection between the isomorphism classes of holomorphic principal G-bundles on an elliptic curve and (twisted) entire conjugacy classes in the loop group. This is backed-up by the construction of character sheaves as the center of the Hecke category (see [6] , [3] ) and by the, currently developing, affine analog (see [5] ). Our motivation also comes, partly, from this perspective. More precisely, in a forthcoming work, we study Eisenstein sheaves for an elliptic curve and their simple constituents associated to the trivial local system. Even if one is only interested in principal bundles over semisimple, simply connected groups one is led immediately to consider also semistable bundles of non-zero degree for reductive groups. The reason for this is that a general principal bundle admits a unique (see [24, Theorem 2.3 .3 (a), (b)]) reduction (Harder-Narasimhan reduction) to a parabolic subgroup such that the induced bundle on the Levi, which is no longer a semisimple group, is semistable and such that the parabolic is maximal with this property. These Eisenstein sheaves (or rather their simple constituents) are thought to play the role of principal spherical character sheaves for loop groups. The geometry studied in this note is one of the ingredients for the classification theorem of the simple constituents of Eisenstein sheaves that we propose in [11] . In particular, for every Harder-Narasimhan stratum, we obtain non-trivial examples of simple automorphic sheaves supported on this stratum and appearing as direct summands in the Eisenstein sheaves.
The main result that we prove says that if we fix a connected component of Bun G (given by a cocharacter) then we can find a unique parabolic P such that all the semistable G-bundles in this component admit a reduction to this parabolic and moreover the induction map from P -bundles to semistable G-bundles is small with Galois group the relative Weyl group of the Levi of P . In the case of degree 0 the parabolic in question is the Borel and we recover the result of Ben-Zvi and Nadler [4] . In mathematical terms (for the precise notations see Section 2):
Theorem. Let X be an elliptic curve andλ G ∈Λ G,G a degree (a cocharacter modulo the coroots). Then the induction map The parabolic P and the degreeλ P are (uniquely!) given by the Lemma 2.9. For example, if the group is G = GL 6 and the degree is 2 then the parabolic is formed by the upper block-matrices 3 × 3 and the degree is (1, 1) . If the degree is 3 then the parabolic is formed by the (upper) block-matrices 2 × 2 and the degree is (1, 1, 1 ). In the case of GL n it is not difficult to find the parabolic based on the gcd(n, d) and our main theorem follows easily from some dimension estimates that are spelled out in [18, Proposition 4.3.1] . Remark 1.1. In the case of GL n it makes sense to talk about Jordan-Hölder series in the category of semistable vector bundles of fixed slope. The above theorem provides also a generalization in the context of semistable G-bundles of this Jordan-Hölder series. This idea has already appeared in the pioneering work of Ramanathan, see [23, Section 3] .
The Levi subgroups that appear in our main theorem are exactly those Levi from the generalized Springer correspondence (see [20] ) for the Langlands dual group L G that admit a cuspidal local system on the unipotent regular orbit. At the moment we are unable to understand the precise reasons for this coincidence. There is a simple combinatorial description of these Levi subgroups which is given in [7] as well as a complete classification. Our Levi subgroups are also defined combinatorially and it can be proved (elementary) that the combinatorial problem that defines them (Lemma 2.9) is equivalent to the combinatorial problem studied in [7] . I'm grateful to C. Bonnafé who explained this to me.
In a future work we will use the results of this note to revisit the geometry of (various) moduli spaces of semistable principal bundles and Higgs bundles on an elliptic curve. For example, as a consequence of our main theorem, we can reprove a result of [26] (see also [14, Section 5.4] ) about the (global) structure of the moduli space of S-equivalence classes of semistable G-bundles. These moduli spaces and their variants have already been studied by many authors (see, for e.g. [9, 10, 12, 14, 17, 19, 26] and references therein) in connection with representation theory, algebraic geometry and physics.
Let us briefly outline the contents of this note. In Section 2 we recall some basic facts about the stacks of principal bundles over curves, we introduce the slope map φ P (following [24] ) and we prove the main combinatorial lemma (Lemma 2.9). In Section 3 we state our main result and prove it through a series of lemmas, some of which apply to curves of arbitrary genus and hence could be of independent interest. In the Section 4 we (re)prove that over an elliptic curve there are stable bundles if and only if the group is of type A and the degree is coprime with the rank. We also provide a table including all possible Levi subgroups appearing in our main Theorem 3.2.
2. Preliminaries 2.1. Notations and conventions. We will work over an algebraically closed field of characteristic 0. Throughout X will be an arbitrary smooth projective curve, geometrically irreducible. We will emphasize the precise results where we need X to be of genus 1. By G we will denote a reductive group with connected center and simply connected derived group [G, G]. We will fix a torus and a Borel T ⊂ B ⊂ G. By principal bundle we will understand a principal bundle in the étale topology over the curve X but most of the timewe will omit the reference to X. We will denote by Λ G ,Λ G the lattices of characters, respectively cocharacters (in [8] the notations are interchanged), of T . We index the simple roots {α i } i by the set I and similarly for the simple coroots. We fix fundamental weights ω i and coweightsω i . We will need the following setsΛ G,G =Λ G /span{α i : i ∈ I} and Λ G,G = {λ ∈ Λ : λ,α i = 0, ∀i ∈ I}. For a parabolic P we will denote by I P the associated set of simple roots (of its Levi). We putΛ G,P =Λ G /span{α i : i ∈ I P } and Λ G,P = {λ ∈ Λ G : λ,α i = 0, ∀i ∈ I P }. Whenever we adorn the above Zmodules by an upper index Q it means that we tensor them over Z with Q. The subset of dominant characters is denoted by Λ λ . Also, when λ is a character of one of the groups T, P or G we denote by L λ the corresponding one-dimensional representation. For a (smooth) algebraic group H we will denote by Bun H the stack of H-bundles. By this we mean that an S-point of Bun H is an H-bundle on X × S (note that it is automatically flat over S). The connected components of the stack Bun G are in bijection with the setΛ G,G . Similarly, the connected components of the stack Bun P are in bijection withΛ G,P = Λ M,M where M is the Levi of P
1
. For a nice treatment of these results we refer to [16] . We will call an element ofΛ G,P a degree and refer to the degree of a principal P -buoftendle F P as the elementλ P such that F P ∈ Bunλ P P . If F G is a principal G-bundle and V a representation of G then we will denote by
associated vector bundle, where F G × V is endowed with the diagonal action of G.
2.2.
The slope map. When beginning to learn about G-bundles the first thing one remarks is that there is no notion of slope unless G is the general linear group. The slope for vector bundles is particularly useful in defining and studying semistable vector bundles. Ramanathan has given in [22] several definitions of semistability which generalize naturally to any reductive group. The drawback is that they are either cumbersome to work with or, in positive characteristic, are not equivalent (leading to the notion of Ad-semistability). The usual semistability for vector bundle is intuitive and rather easy to work with due to the existence of slope. Therefore it is natural to want to define a slope for more general principal bundles and then to mimick the classical definition of semistability. This goal is achieved in a recent paper of Schieder, see [24] . For the convenience of the reader we recall here how the slope is defined as well as some of its basic properties and we refer to loc. cit. for a full discussion.
Let P be a parabolic and denote by M its Levi subgroup. The inclusionΛ Q Z(M) ֒→ Λ Q G followed by the projection ontoΛ Q G,P is an isomorphism. The slope map φ P is defined as the composition
This slope map appears, although not very explicitly, in the paper [2] , section 10. Their definition is only for a particular type of parabolic but clearly it works for any parabolic. They do not give particuar attention to this map though and do not develop the combinatorial foundations as in [24] . I thank Alexandru Chirvasitu for bringing this reference to my attention.
Let us give some examples on how this slope map works in order to familiarize the reader with the notion.
(1) Let G = GL n and let V be a vector bundle of degree d. Then it's degree, viewed as an element inΛ G,G , isλ
The appearence of 1 n is due to the inverse of the mapΛ
The same as before, just that this time we look at a subbudle Ω ⊂ V where Ω is of rank m and degree e. This data is equivalent to a reduction F P of V to the maximal parabolic of GL n corresponding to the simple root α m . The degree of F P isλ P = eλ 1 + (d − e)λ m+1 ∈Λ G,P and the slope is
It is clear how one generalizes this example to a multi-step flag. 
where µ denotes the usual slope (i.e. degree divided by rank) for vector bundles.
Then we call F G semistable if for any elementλ P ∈Λ G,P and for any reduction F P of F G of degreeλ P we have
where we recall that ≤ is understood in the sense of the partial order onΛ Q G induced by the positive cocharacters. We say moreover that F G is stable if strict inequality holds in the above for proper parabolics.
Let us introduce some notations. We will denote by Bunλ G G the stack of G-bundles of degreeλ G and similarly for other groups. We also let Bunλ G ,ss G stand for the (open, dense) stack of semistable bundles. For a parabolic P we denote by Bunλ P ,ss P the preimage of semistable G-bundles 2 . Similarly for its compactification.
Deeper reductions.
When we deal with several reductions to parabolic subgroup it is always important to look at the relative position of the reductions. We will recall here the deeper reductions which were constructed in [24, Section 4.2] since we will use them frequently. Let P 1 , P 2 be two parabolic subgroups of G and let us denote by I 1 and by I 2 their associated vertices in the Dynkin diagram. The Weyl groups of their Levi's will be denoted by W 1 respectively W 2 . We also put W 1,2 ⊂ W to be a system of representants of minimal length of W 1 \W/W 2 .
An element of Bun P1 × Bun G Bun P2 gives a natural map X × S → BP 1 × BG BP 2 ≃ P 1 \G/P 2 and hence for two reductions F P1 , F P2 of a G-bundle we obtain a map
Definition 2.2. We say that two reductions F P , F ′ P are in relative position w if the above map factorizes through P 1 \P 1 wP 2 /P 2 . If this happens only generically on X then we say that they are generically in relative position w.
For a fixed w ∈ W 1,2 let us define the following sets of roots: 
2.4.
Properties of the slope map. For the reader's convenience we collect under some lemmas a few of the fundamental properties of the slope map from [24] that we will in this note.
Lemma 2.4. ( [24, Remark end of Section 2.1])
The slope map has the following property λ P , λ P = ϕ p (λ P ), λ P and forλ ∈Λ G,P and i ∈ I M we have ′ be two parabolics in G and assume 
2.5. Drinfel'd's compactification of Bun P . Let P be a parabolic subgroup of G. In Geometric Langlands, when considering Eisenstein sheaves, one is led naturally to consider the map p P : Bun P → Bun G which associates to a P -bundle its induction to a G-bundle. This map is not, in general, proper and so the objects constructed using it will not commute with Verdier duality. In order to fix this problem Braverman and Gaitsgory [8] have studied a compactification of this morphism and showed that it posesses all the good properties one would like. We recall here their construction and some basic properties. For full details see [8, Section 1.3] . The author found the notes of T. Haines [15] very useful. Denote by M the Levi of P . The stack Bun P classifies the data of 
. The compactification is obtained by relaxing the condition that κ λ P be a map of bundles, i.e. have no zeroes. We will only require it to be an injective map of coherent sheaves, i.e. the cokernel might have torsion. The stack that we obtain in this way we denote by Bun P . It is an algebraic stack and it comes equipped with a proper map p P : Bun P → Bun G (see loc. cit. Section 1.3.2.).
2.6.
whereλ G ,λ P are the degrees of F G and F P .
The main observation that started this work is the following simple lemma: Lemma 2.9. Letλ G be an element ofΛ G,G . Then there exists a unique minimal parabolic P = Pλ G with the property that there existsλ P ∈Λ G,P such that
This parabolic is given by the following set of roots
In the above, minimal means minimal with respect to the listed properties.
Proof. Let us put Iλ G = {i ∈ I | φ G (λ G ), ω i ∈ Z}. We will first prove that for any P andλ P such that φ P (λ P ) = φ G (λ G ) we have I P ⊇ Iλ G . Sinceλ P ∈Λ G,P it follows that λ P , λ is well defined and an integer for any λ ∈ Λ G,P . In particular λ P , ω i ∈ Z for any i ∈ I P . From the definition (see also [24, Equation 2.1.3]) we have that φ P (λ P ), λ = λ P , λ for any λ ∈ Λ G,P . It follows that φ P (λ P ), ω i ∈ Z for any i ∈ I P . This implies that Iλ G ⊆ I P .
It remains to show that the parabolic P = Pλ G corresponding to Iλ G works. In fact, the elementλ
lies inΛ G and its projection toΛ G,P satisfies the requirement of Lemma 2.6.
Examples.
Let us see what this lemma gives in concrete exemples in the case of GL n . Let G = GL 6 and let us takeλ G = dλ 6 with d an integer between 0 and 5. Then φ G (λ G ) = = ∅ and the parabolic is P = B. The following two lemmas do not play an essential role in the proof of the main result but we felt that they answer a natural question regarding the interplay between semistability for M, P respectively G bundles, so we included them.
Lemma 2.10. Letλ G ∈Λ G,G and F P be a P -bundle of degreeλ P as in Lemma 2.9. Let us denote by M the Levi of P . If the induced M -bundle F P /R u (P ) is semistable then the induced G-bundle along the inclusion P ֒→ G is also semistable.
Proof. Let us denote by F G the G-bundle from the statement. Its degree is precisely λ G . Let Q be a parabolic subgroup of G and suppose there exists a reduction F P of F G to Q which is of degreeλ Q . We want to prove that φ Q (λ Q ) ≤ φ G (λ G ). Suppose the bundles F P and F Q are, generically, in relative position w ∈ W . We will use once again the construction of deeper reductions of [24, Section 4.2]. Let P 1 ⊆ P and Q 1 ⊆ Q be the parabolics given by this construction. Since F P is semistable when induced to an M -bundle we get from [24, Lemma 4.5.4] the following inequality
Moreover, Lemma 2.7 gives us
Combining these two inequalities with φ P (λ P ) = φ G (λ G ) and the fact that the later is invariant under W we obtain
Let us denote by proj Q :Λ Q G →Λ Q G,Q the natural projection. It's clear that it preserves the partial orders. We obviously haveλ Q = proj Q (λ Q1 ). Moreover, from Lemma 2.6 we have
and from the definition of the slope map we also have
3 Some confusions might arrise here because the notations are not identical with those of the cited reference.
Lemma 2.5 says that φ Q preserves the partial orders. Applying proj Q and then φ Q to the inequality (2.3) and using the equalities (2.4),(2.5) we obtain
which is what we wanted to prove.
Lemma 2.11. If F P is a P -bundle of degreeλ P as in Lemma 2.9 such that the induced G-bundle is semistable then the induced M -bundle is also semistable.
Proof. This is obvious since the parabolics of M are in natural bijection with the parabolics of G contained in P .
Remark 2.12. Lemmas 2.10, 2.11 show that the following diagram makes sense and both squares are cartesian:
t t t t t t t t Bunλ
P ,ss M _ Bunλ P P pP % % ❏ ❏ ❏ ❏ ❏ ❏ ❏ ❏ ❏ qP y y t
t t t t t t t t
Bunλ G ,ss
We also obtain that the following induction map is well defined (2.6) Bunλ
Definition 2.13. Let P be a parabolic subgroup of G and denote by M its Levi. We define the regular M -bundles to be those M -bundles F M for which the cohomology group H 0 (X, (g/p) FM ) vanishes.
We will denote by Bunλ M ,reg M the substack of regular bundles of degreeλ M . Using the projection P → M one defines also regular P -bundles (observe that the action of P on g/p factorises through M ). We will denote the corresponding substack by Bunλ P ,reg P . It is the preimage of Bunλ ,reg M under the natural map.
Remark 2.14. It follows from general considerations of semicontinuity that the regular locus is open. We will see in the course of the proof of our main theorem that it is also non empty.
Remark 2.15. In the case of elliptic curves, Riemann-Roch theorem implies that if the degree of (g/p) FM is 0 then regular bundles satisfy in addition H 1 (X, (g/p) FM ) = 0. This remark will be useful in Lemma 3.8.
Main Theorem and Proofs
Let us first recall the definition of a small map. Moreover, if any irreducible component of Y × Z Y which is of maximal dimension dominates Z then we say that f is small . Theorem 3.2. Let X be an elliptic curve. Letλ G be an element ofΛ G,G and let P andλ P be those from Lemma 2.9. Then the following holds p : Bunλ P ,ss P → Bunλ G,ss G is a small map which is generically (over the regular locus) a Galois covering with Galois group the relative Weyl group
The proof of this theorem will be made through a series of lemmas which could be of independent interest. is proper so what we need to show is that in our situation a generalized reduction
to P is actually a true reduction. By our assumption φ P (λ P ) = φ G (λ G ) and the saturation F ′ P [8, Section 1.3.3] of the generalized reduction must be of degreeλ ′ P ≥λ P . Now using Lemma 2.5 we get that φ P (λ
Lemma 3.4. Let F P , F ′ P be two reduction of a semistable G-bundle F G to a parabolic P of degreeλ P that are admissible (i.e. φ P (λ P ) = φ G (λ G )). Suppose that the reductions are generically in relative position w. Then they are in relative position w everywhere.
Proof. Recall the deeper reduction from [24] and let us consider first the case when our reductions are equal to their deeper ones. This amounts to suppose that w ∈ N G (M ). From [24, Proposition 4.4.2] being generically in relative position w means that the map
and induces an injective morphism [24, Proposition 4.4.2] of vector bundles
which is an isomorphism on an open nonempty subset of X. The first vector bundle has slope λ, φ P (λ P ) [24, Proposition 3.2.5] and the second has slope wλ, φ P (λ P ) = λ, w
since the action of the Weyl group onΛ G,G is trivial. An injective map of vector bundles of the same slope which is generically an isomorphism is an isomorphism. This proves that the two reductions are in relative position w everywhere. In the general situation we want to prove first that the slopes of the deeper reductions are the same as the slopes of the P -bundles. We have
Using [24, Lemma 4.2.4] we obtain that n i = 0 if w −1α
i ∈ R P . Now this implies that φ P (λ P ) = φ Q1 (λ Q1 ) = φ Q2 (λ Q2 ) because of the non-degeneracy of the pairing between the characters and cocharacters of Q 1 . Now the same argument as in the first case proves that the deeper reductions are in relative position w everywhere.
Corollary 3.5 (of the proof). Let F P , F ′ P be two reductions of a G-bundle F G . Suppose that they are in relative position w and that they are admissible (see Definition 2.8). Then the deeper reductions (see Section 2.3) are also admissible. Lemma 3.6. Using the notations of Lemma 2.9, if we have two reductions F P , F ′ P of a semistable G-bundle, both of which are of degreeλ P , which are in relative position w then w ∈ N G (M ).
Proof. Being in relative position w means that we have a section
which lands in
But the quotient stack (actually variety) P wP/P is isomorphic, as a left P -space, to P/P ∩ wP w −1 . So the above section can be rewritten as
which is equivalent to a reduction of
From the Corollary 3.5 we obtain an admissible reduction of F G to Q which implies P = Q because P was minimal with this property. But this forces w to normalize the subgroup M . Proof. There is a natural map Bunλ P ,ss P × Bun G Bunλ P ,ss P → P \G/P = ⊔ w∈W P \P wP/P which sends a pair of reductions to their relative position at some fixed point, say x 0 , of the curve. From Lemma 3.6 we know that only the positions w ∈ W M,G can occur. Moreover, from the proof of the same lemma the fiber over P \P wP/P is isomorphic to the stack Bunλ P ,ss P ∩wP w −1 . The later is connected and, since X is of genus 1, of dimension 0. It follows that the irreducible components of the desired fibered product are in bijection with W M,G and are all of dimension 0.
Lemma 3.8. Let X be an elliptic curve. With the notations of Lemma 2.9 we have that the map
is étale (exactly) on the regular locus (which is not empty).
Proof. From the dimension estimates of Lemma 3.7 it follows that the map p is generically quasi-finite and dominant. Using generic smoothness we deduce that p is étale on a non-empty open subspace of Bunλ P ,ss P . The cotangent complex for p sits in an exact triangle :
and p P is étale exactly on the vanishing locus of L p . By taking the fiber of the above exact triangle at some point F P ∈ Bunλ P ,ss P we obtain the long exact sequence:
The map p P is étale at F P if and only if a is an isomorphism. This in turn is implied by the vanishing of H i (X, (g/p) FP ) = 0 for i = 0, 1. Since F P is of degreeλ P we know that g/p is of degree φ P (λ P ), α where the sum is over all α that appear in the root space decomposition of g/p. Recall now that ϕ P (λ P ) = ϕ G (λ G ) and using Lemma 2.4 we deduce that (g/p) FP is of degree 0. For X of genus 1 Riemann-Roch implies that H 0 (X, (g/p) FP ) = H 1 (X, (g/p) FP ) from which we deduce that p P is étale precisely when H 1 (X, (g/p) FP ) = 0, i.e. on the regular locus.
Lemma 3.9. For X of genus 1, keeping the notations of Lemma 2.9, we have that the restriction of A proper étale map which is generically Galois is actually Galois hence the map p P is a Galois covering with Galois group W M,G when restricted to the regular locus.
Remark 3.11. It follows from the proof of the main theorem that if X is of genus bigger than 1 the map pλ P P is small and birational and therefore it is a small resolution of singularities of its image in Bunλ G ,ss G . For G = GL(n) this provides small resolutions of singularities of some particular Brill-Noether loci in the moduli stack (or space) of semistable vector bundles.
Complements

Stable bundles.
In this section the curve X will always be of genus 1.
Proposition 4.1. If in Lemma 2.9 P = G then the adjoint group G ad is isomorphic to a product k PGL n k and the degreeλ
Proof. Recall that we assumed that G has simply connected derived group [G, G]. Let us translate in more concrete terms the meaning of the condition
From the definition of the map φ G the element φ G (λ G ) has the following properties:
The hypothesis on φ G (λ G ) implies that none of the q i above are integers. If we denote by C the Cartan matrix of G, by q the vector (q i ) i∈I and by b the vector ( β , α i ) i∈I (with integer entries(!) due to (1)) the second equation can be rewritten as
Since none of the entries of q are integers we infer that on every line of C −1 there is at least one non-integer number. Inspecting the inverses of Cartan matrices (see, for example, [21, Table 2 , page 295]) one sees immediately that this can happen only if the group G ad is a product of groups of type A. Moreover, from the same tables, if G ad ≃ PGL k in order for our hypothesis to hold, the degreeλ G must also satisfy the condition gcd(( β, α i ) i∈I , k) = 1.
To see why this must be so recall that the entries of the matrix C −1 , for type A k−1 are c i,j = 1 k i(k − j), i ≤ j and c i,j = 1 k j(k − i), i > j where now the indices i, j run in the set {1, . . . , k}. It is not hard to convince oneself that if the above greatest common divisor, say e, is at least 2 then q k/e ∈ Z. The above discussion implies thatλ G projected toΛ G ad ,G ad has the form d 1λ1,n1 + d 2λ2,n2 + . . .
where G ad ≃ k PGL n k and gcd(d k , n k ) = 1, ∀k and we denoted byλ k,i the (standard) cocharacters for the projective linear group PGL n k .
Here is an immediate combinatorial corollary: Corollary 4.2. In Lemma 2.9 the Levi of P must be of type products of type A.
This corollary appears already in [7] as a consequence of the classification theorem [7 Table 2 .17]). For conciseness we do not write the Levi corresponding to degree 0 since they are always equal to the maximal torus. 
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